Introduction
In recent years, debates have revolved around the question whether epistemic modality can be in the scope of Tense. Some have argued that this is possible (see Eide 2003 for Norwegian, von Fintel & Gilles 2007 for English, Martin to appear for French); while others have argued the opposite (see Condoravdi 2002 for English) . The focus of this paper is the interaction of Tense and Modality in two creoles; Capeverdean Creole (CV) 1 and Saamáka (SM) 2 . This paper provides evidence for the claim that in certain languages epistemic modality can have both a past and a present modal anchor time (in the case of CV), while in other languages epistemic modality must have a present modal anchor time (in the case of SM). Additionally, in his Language Bioprogram Hypothesis, Bickerton (1981 Bickerton ( , 1984 claims that tense, aspect and modality is similar across creoles. We will demonstrate that this claim is only partially correct. The modality system of these two creoles is very similar: both have a necessity modal which conveys obligation and epistemic readings, and a possibility modal which conveys ability, permissive and epistemic readings. Furthermore, both have a past marker. A difference occur s when the past marker co-occurs with the modals; in CV both the circumstantial and epistemic reading of the two modals surfaces, whereas in SM only the circumstantial reading surfaces, the epistemic reading is infelicitous. The present paper accounts for this on the grounds of some important distinct features between these languages functional morphemes, which reflects in their respective functional structures. Evidence is provided that CV Past marker -ba is a temporal affix (situated in TP), whereas SM Past marker bi is a situational pronominal (situated in FinP). These facts bring a remarkable contribution to the debate around any possible default parameters regarding Creole languages. In other words, we assert that Creole languages do not necessarily behave alike (contra Bickerton) .
The structure of the paper is as follows: Section 2 shows that CV and SM have some important similarities with respect to: (i) the necessity and possibility modals, and the way in which these may be interpreted; (ii) the temporal reading that circumstantial and epistemic modalities impose on the embedded eventualities, which depends on the aktionsart of these. Section 3 shows that there is a crucial distinction between the two languages: (i) in CV, both in their epistemic and circumstantial readings, the modals may combine with the past marker -ba; (ii) in SM, when the modals combine with the past marker bi, only the circumstantial reading surfaces. Section 4 presents our proposal, on the grounds of some important distinct features between these languages' functional morphemes. Evidence is provided that CV Past marker -ba is a temporal affix (situated in TP), whereas SM Past marker bi is a situational pronominal (situated in FinP). In Section 5 we present some final remarks.
2
Modals in Capeverdean and Saamáka: Some important similarities CV and SM have a necessity modal (debe and musu respectively) and a possibility modal (pode and sa respectively) that are ambiguous between an epistemic and a circumstantial interpretation. This is illustrated for the necessity modals in (1) and (2) respectively 3 .
(1) Context: today is not a holiday, and when two friends that meet for dinner wonder about whether another friend has worked or not, one of them says: CV Djon debe trabadja. SM Senni musu wooko. D/S MOD work 'Djon/Senni must have worked.' [epistemic] (2) Context: a father and a son are arguing, and the son says something that the mother, listening to the discussion, finds truly disrespectful; the mother says to the boy: CV Bu debe rispeta bo pai. SM Yu musu lesipeki di taata fii. 2SG MOD respect your father 'You must respect your father.'
[circumstantial]
A second similarities is the temporal orientation of the modal evaluation time 4 which correlates with the modal base and is aktionsart dependent. When epistemic modals: embed a stative verb, the temporal orientation has a present interpretation, as illustrated 3 Abbreviations: SG = singular; PL = Plural; MOD = modal marker; PST = Past tense; IMP = Imperfective; NEG = Negation; BE = Copula; COMP = Complementizer; DET = Determiner; ART = Article;LOC = Locative; Q = Question marker; NARR = narrative marker 4 A clause containing a modal has two time intervals; a temporal perspective and a temporal orientation (see Condoravdi 2002 , Laca 2008 . The former refers to 'time from which the modal background is accessed' i.e. modal anchor time. Temporal orientation refers to 'the time at which the temporal property is instantiated' (Laca 2008, 4) i.e. modal evaluation time.
in (3a) and (3b), whereas when they embed an eventive verb, the temporal orientation has a past interpretation, as illustrated in (3c) When circumstantial modals embed a stative, the temporal orientation has a present/future reading, as illustrated in (4a) and (4b), while when they embed an eventive verb, the temporal orientation has a future interpretation, as illustrated in (4c) and ( This difference in temporal orientation is due to the type of complement a modal embeds. Epistemic modals merge in a higher position (above TP) than circumstantial modals (above VP) (in the sense of Cinque 1999; Hacquard 2006) . Consequently, epistemic modals embed Tense, while circumstantial modals do not embed Tense.
Additionally, we argue that both languages have a morphological null Perfect morpheme. This morpheme is obligatory in the underlying structure when the modal conveys an epistemic reading and embeds an eventide verb. In both languages Tense is momentary (i.e. expresses a moment) and is, therefore, restricted to embed a stative complement. Stative and eventive verbs are different in that the former are true at a moment, whereas eventive verbs need a subinterval of a moment to become true (in the sense of Taylor 1977 , Bach 1981 , Dowty 1979 . Consequently in order to be able to combine with Tense, eventide verbs need to be modified by a state deriving functional head (this could be Perfect, Modals or some other operator, in the sense of Parsons 1990 , Werner 2003 . Epistemic modals embed a complement including Tense and Perfect. Perfect gives rise to the past interpretation. Since modals are also state deriving heads (Werner 2003) , in their circumstantial reading, they also satisfy the stativity requirement placed by Tense on its complements. In these cases, the future interpretation is due to the modal itself (Condoravdi 2002 , Werner 2003 , Stowell 2004 .
Modals in the past: a crucial distinction
In CV, both in their epistemic and circumstantial readings, the modals may combine with the past marker -ba. 6 , as illustrated in (5)-(6) and (7) respectively.
(5) Context: a father discovers that the money his son brought home had been stolen from someone. Later, he told the police: [epistemic] (7)
Context: a student had a bad punctuation in an exam, and he strongly felt it was not fair. But he also knew that this was the kind of professor that you cannot argue with. Later, at dinner, he tells his mother: N staba ku raiba di pursor, mas N ka podeba 1SG be:PST with rage of professor but 1SG NEG MOD:PST faze nada. do nothing 'I was furious at the professor, but I couldn't do anything.'
However, in SM, when the modals combine with the past marker bi, only the circumstantial reading surfaces, the epistemic reading is infelicitous, as illustrated in (8).
(8a) Senni bi musu go a Botopasi. S PST MOD go LOC B 'Senni was obliged to go to Botopasi.'
[circumstantial] *'Senni must have gone to Botopasi.'
[epistemic] (b) Dí wómi bi musu súti dí píngo kíi.
DET man PST MOD shoot DET wild.pig kill 'The man had to kill the wild pig.'
[circumstantial] (because it would have killed him otherwise) *'The man must have shot the wild pig'.
[epistemic]
In the next section we discuss the differences between past markers in the two languages.
The different positions of the past markers: -ba in TP; bi in FinP
Before presenting our proposal, in subsection 4.3, we describe some important distinct features between these languages' functional morphemes. Evidence is provided that CV Past marker -ba is a temporal affix (situated in TP)subsection 4.1 -, whereas SM Past marker bi is a situational pronominal (situated in FinP)subsection 4.2.
The interpretation of Capeverdean Creole -ba
Evidence that CV past marker -ba merges on T comes from two different lines of argumentation: (i) its clear temporal contribution; (ii) the fact that it is a postverbal affix. Now, let us analyse each of these.
(i) If -ba were not a temporal morpheme, the following temporal contrast would be hard to explain: (11) we observe that the Null Perfect and -ba may co-occur, giving rise to a past-before-past interpretation: -ba sets a Topic Time prior to the Time of Utterance. In other words, in (10) we have a Present Perfect construction, and in (11) we have a Past Perfect construction: TT < TU; TSit < TT → e < TU (11) N ø odjaba tilivizon. 1SG PFT see.PST television 'I had watched tv.'
[past-before-past interpretation]
(ii) The second line of argumentation in favor of -ba being on T is that, when a verb is marked by -ba, the object clitic is forbidden and we must have a free pronominal form:
(12) a. N odja. 'I saw' b. N odja-l.
'I saw him / her.' c. N ta odjaba.
'I used to see.' d. * N ta odjaba-l e. N ta odjaba el. 'I used to see him / her.' 7 This shows that this morpheme affixes to the verb prior to the clitic. This postverbal affixed position is the result of lowering of the Tense morpheme to the verb (Pratas 2007) , just as has been proposed by Bobaljik (1995) and others for the -ed Past morpheme in English. 7 Pratas & Salanova (2005) have explained the above restriction on the object clitics in the following way: the stress of CV words always fall on the penultimate mora; in a. we have 'ódja', which is ok; in c. the temporal affix changes the stress of the word, and we get 'odjába' -this is ok, since the stress still falls on the verb root; then, we have another phonological fact in the language, which is: the final clitic counts as moraic in the phonological word that it forms with the verb; so, it also changes the stress of the word; in b. 'odjá-l', this is ok, since the stress still falls on the verb root; the problems come when we have both the affix and the clitic -for the phonological rule to apply, we would have the stress on the affix (* 'odjabá-l'), and this is bad. So, in this case we must have a free pronominal, which a different word and, thus, does not interfere with the stress of the verb + affix.
The interpretation of Saamáka bi
The morpheme bi conveys a simple past reading, as exemplified in (13) and (14) and a past-before-past reading, as exemplified in (15) and (16). These readings are not influenced by aktionsart.
(13) Context: A girl was late for school this morning and therefore she had to run to be on time. This extract demonstrates that from line (17b), the whole conversation is temporally located at the time of the flood in 2006 i.e. e < TU. Additionally, stative verbs, which have a present interpretation when they are unmarked and require bi to express a past interpretation, can be not marked by bi and still convey a past time reference reading, as illustrated for the copula dé in (17e) and (17g). From this we conclude that the presence of bi is discourse sensitive, i.e., its occurrence depends on certain features of the discourse context.
The omission of bi in SM is also demonstrated in clausal structures. In (18) and (19) This extract demonstrates that when a new temporal past discourse topic is introduced, the first predicate(s) is marked by bi . Secondly, when a sequence of eventualities is interrupted by a different storyline, the anchor time of the first storyline has to be reestablished when the speaker continues with the first storyline. Thirdly, an anchor time must locally bind its antecedent(s)
To summarize, the morpheme bi has the following characteristics. The morpheme conveys a past time reference reading and it anchors an eventuality to some past time which is inconsistent with past from a future perspective. The eventuality embedded by bi is not necessarily anchored to Time of Utterance. The morpheme is insensitive to aktionsart. Finally, bi is discourse sensitive; the presence of bi is sometimes omitted To explain these characteristics of bi, we argue that bi is a discourse marker which has the role of a temporal pronominal (in the sense of Partee 1984 , Kratzer 1998 . We postulate that bi establishes the Anchor Time directly and that all eventualities are anchored to this Anchor Time. Moreover, bi is restricted to establish an Anchor Time prior to Time of Utterance. We argue that bi is located in Fin in the syntactic structure (in the sense of Enç 1987) 10 .
Consequences for epistemic modals
In this subsection, we present our proposal regarding the temporal interpretation under epistemic modals in both languages.
CV
Given all that has been said earlier, the following two lines of assumptions may seem incompatible for CV:
(i) As we have said in section 2, we assume that epistemic modals merge in a higher position (above TP) than circumstantial modals (above VP) (Cinque 1999; Hacquard 2006) . Consequently, epistemic modals embed Tense, while circumstantial modals do not embed Tense.
(ii) As we have said in section 4.1, we assume that CV marker -ba surfaces on Tense.
Under these two assumptions, it might seem difficult to explain why in CV we get the epistemic reading illustrated in (5), here repeated as (21).
(21) CV Dinheru podeba ser furtadu. money MOD:PST be stolen 'The money might have been stolen.'
In other words, how is it possible that, here, we get the reverse order; that is, the epistemic modal is marked by Tense? This is the crucial distinction between CV and SM that we are trying to account for. The proposal is that these sentences do not occur in out-of-the-blue contexts; they must be either inserted in a situation that has set a past tense for the sequence of events or embedded under a past clause, be it marked by -ba (in the case of a stative) (22a) or by the Null Perfect (in the case of an eventive (22b).
(22) a. Si pai staba prokupadu pamodi dinheru podeba ser furtadu. his father be:PST worried because money MOD:PST be stolen 'His father was worried because the money might have been stolen.'
[epistemic] b. Pulisia fla ma dinheru podeba ser furtadu. police ø say COMP money MOD:PST be stolen
The infelicity of a past epistemic interpretation in Saamáka
Given the syntactic structure (i.e. bi being situated in FinP), it would be expected that the combination of bi and a modal morpheme would also give rise to a past epistemic interpretation. However, as (27) illustrate, which is repeated here, this reading is infelicitous.
(27) Dí wómi bi musu súti dí píngo kíi.
To account for this, we argue that modals in their epistemic reading cannot combine with bi because they are obligatorily anchored to Time of Utterance (in the sense of Hacquard 2006) . Since bi establishes an Anchor Time prior to Time of Utterance, there is a mismatch regarding the temporal interpretation between bi and the epistemic modals. This temporal mismatch results in the infelicity of an epistemic reading with a past modal anchor time in SM.
Conclusion
This paper discussed the interaction of tense and modality in Capeverdean and in Saamáka. It was shown that the modal system in these creoles is very similar. Both have a necessity and possibility modal which can convey a circumstantial and an epistemic interpretation. The interpretation of the modal base correlates with temporal orientation and aktionsart. In the circumstantial reading, the modal evaluation time has a future orientation. In the epistemic reading the temporal orientation is aktionsart dependent: stative verbs give rise to a present orientation of the modal evaluation time, while eventive verbs give rise to a past orientation. We argued that the future orientation is due to the modal itself, while the past orientation is due to the presence of the morphological null Perfect morpheme. The languages differ regarding their past markers. These past markers have different semantic and syntactic characteristics: it was shown that CV has a Past Tense marker, -ba, while SM has a situational pronominal which establishes a past Anchor Time, bi. Another difference is the possible readings that surface when modals combine with these past markers. In CV both the circumstantial and epistemic interpretation is available (for stative verbs), while in SM only the circumstantial reading is available.
